
240 VAC 5 AMP MAX. /110 VAC 5 AMP MAX.

50 kg40kg 95kg 130kg (242 lb) 160kg approx70kg

520 mm (20“)350 mm (14“) 1100mm (43“) 1340mm (52.7“) 1410mm (55“)790mm (31“)

5mm5mm 5mm 5mm 5mm5mm

1460 x 640 x 570 1820 x 640 x 570 1820 x 640 x 7201360 x 640 x 570960 x 640 x 570740 x 640 x 570

780 x 480 x 420560 x 480 x 420 1200 x 480 x 420 1400 x 480 x 420 1640 x 480 x 4201000 x 480 x 420

730 x 620 x 1220560 x 620 x 1220 1200 x 620 x 1220 1400 x 620 x 1220 1640 x 620 x 12201000 x 620 x 1220

0-4 meters per minute 0-4 meters per minute 0-4 meters per minute 0-4 meters per minute0-4 meters per minute 0-4 meters per minute

540 (21")370 (14.5") 1120mm (44") 1360mm (54") 1420mm (56")810 (31")Model

Weight

Max film width

Max item thickness

Variable speed

Voltage

Dims:(LxWxH) boxed

Unit only

With Stand

Safety features include emergency stop,

optional covered foot switch, roller cover

and micro switching on roller cover.

Ph : +61 3 9874 6155
Fax: +61 3 9874 8528
sales@emseal.com.au

6 Azalea Street
Vermont, Vic 3133
AUSTRALIA

www.emseal . com.au

The Applikator 2R ( 2 Roller ) Series
pressure sensitive laminator has been
designed with the medium volume user in
mind, and for those with little space
available.
Fully assembled in the box, the machine
is easy to set up and easy to operate.
Even a first time user can achieve
professional results quickly.
The Applikator 2R is the perfect choice for
Sign makers and Digital imaging
businesses who require high quality
finishing of their images.

Dry Mounting of images

Upper wind-off system

Pre-assembly

Foot switch

onto any kind of
substrates up to 5mm (3/16“) thick without any
adjustment to the machine. No air compressor is
required.

comes as standard.
Optional Lower rewind kit, will enable total
encapsulation of an item using pressure sensitive
film.

allows the machine to be ready
for use within minutes of removing it from the box.
No more lengthy and difficult setup.

enables the operator to have both
hands free for loading and operation of the
machine. Safety Cover for foot switch optional.

All models come with opening roller system up.
370mm to 1360mm Models come with Dia
rollers as Standard.
1420mm & 1650mm Models come with Dia
rollers as Standard.

60mm

85mm

Features

160kg approx

1630mm (64“)

5mm

2250 x 720 x 700

1870 x 480 x 420

1870 x 620 x 1220

0-4 meters per minute

1650mm (65")

3
YEAR PARTS

WARRANTY

Hand wound machines available
in widths up to 1120mm ( 44” )

Professional cost effective finishing system

Australian designed & made

Australian Manufacture of quality Laminating Machinery


